Abstract. In this note we present a complete set of quasi-isomorphism invariants for strongly indecomposable abelian groups of the form G = G{A\,... ,A"). Here A i.A" are subgroups of the rationals Q and G is the kernel of /: A\ © • • • ffi A" -> Q , where f{a\.... ,an) = Jm¡ . The invariants are the collection of numbers rank n{(7[cr] | a € M} , where M ranges over all subsets of the type lattice generated by {type(/l,)} . Our results generalize the classical result of Baer for finite rank completely decomposable groups, as well as a result of F. Richman on a subset of the groups of the form G{A i,... ,A").
particular, it is sufficient to classify the indécomposables in this category, i.e. the strongly indecomposable Butler groups. In this note we present a complete set of quasi-isomorphism invariants for strongly indecomposable groups of the form G -G(AX, ... ,An). Here Ax, ...An are subgroups of Q and the Butler group G is the kernel of/:
Ax © • • • ®An -► Q, where /(a,, ... ,an) = ax-\-\-an .
We will denote by Q the class of all groups isomorphic to some group of the form G(AX, ... , An). This class was first studied by , who provided quasi-isomorphism invariants in the case where the type(^( n A A 's are incomparable for distinct pairs of indices i ,j. The class Q contains the finite rank completely decomposable groups and our invariants generalize the original invariants of Baer, as well as those of Richman. Additional work on the class Í2 appears in . In [AV-2] the authors introduced the concept of quasi-representing graph for groups of the form G = G(AX , ... ,A"). A quasi-representing graph for G is a subgraph, U, of the complete graph Û with vertices I , ... ,n (or, where convenient, Ax, ... ,An) and edges ij labelled by tyv>e(Ai O A¡), which is obtained by iteration of the following algorithm: if a graph contains a circuit c with all the edges of c labelled by types > x and at least one edge labelled by x , then remove an edge of c labelled by x. Each edge ij of U can be identified with the pure subgroup G¡¡ = C7n (Ai ®t'A.) of G. Moreover, there is a natural quasi-epimorphism ©;,€{7 G¡¡ -* G which is a balanced projective cover in the quasi-homomorphism category (see ). As a consequence, up to quasiisomorphism, the group G = G(AX, ... ,A ), may be regarded as the direct sum of the edges of U modulo the circuits of U (by a circuit in U we mean a sequence of vertices ij, ... >im.im+l = 'j where ix is the only repeated vertex and M,+i e U for \ < j <m). This viewpoint was utilized in to classify, up to quasi-isomorphism, the CT-groups, those groups of the form G(AX, ... ,An) having a quasi-representing graph with pairwise incomparable labels of edges. The complete set of invariants in this case was the collection of numbers rG(a , x) -rank(
, where a and x range over all pairs of types.
We will need one technical lemma on quasi-representing graphs.
Lemma 1. Let T be a quasi-representing graph for G = G(AX, ... ,An) and suppose i ,j ,k are distinct vertices of T with type(^4. n Ak) < type(^4(). If jk is an edge of T, then there is a path p in T\{jk} connecting either j or k to i. If p connects j (respectively, k) to i, then jk may be replaced by ik (respectively, ij ) to obtain a new quasi-representing graph for G.
Proof. By [AV-3, Lemma 2.2] there is a path p in T with edges labelled by types greater than or equal to x = type(A.nAk) which connects the edge jk to the vertex i. Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that p connects the vertex k to the vertex i (and does not contain the edge jk ). The condition t < type(.4() implies t < type^j n A,) = the label on the edge ij . It follows that ij does not belong to T since in that case ij ,jk,p would form a circuit in T with edges labelled by types > x and containing an edge labelled by x. Moreover, adding the edge ij to T must create a circuit c in T consisting of edges labelled by types greater than or equal to a = type(^( n A.) by the algorithm given above for constructing quasi-representing graphs. It follows that a = x, since if jk £ c, c\ij ,jk,p contains a circuit in T with edges labelled by types > x. Thus, the algorithm implies that the edge ij may be added and the edge jk deleted from T to form a new quasi-representing graph for G (also see ).
If G is any torsion-free abelian group (hereafter, simply group) and a is a type (or a rank-1 group), then G Following one additional definition, our first two theorems will show that it suffices to classify the strongly indecomposable groups of the form G(AX, ... ,An).
A quasi-representing graph T for G = G(AX , ... , An) is called reduced provided either rank G = 1 or any two edges of T belong to a circuit in T and if ij and kl are edges of T with label ij < label kl, then ij belongs to a circuit of T not containing kl. Write a = ai, 1 < i < n, and let i,j ,k be distinct. Then 0 = f(0) = f(gu + gjk + gki) = f(gu) + f(gjk) + f(gki) = aglJ+xu + agjk+xjk+agk.+xki = x¡j + xjk + xki. Therefore, x¡¡ = -(xjk + xki) e G[Ak]. Since k was arbitrary, Xy € ní^^fcí I 1 < ^ < «} = 0, and the endomorphism / is multiplication by a e Q . This completes the proof.
The above two theorems show that each adjusted G(AX , ... ,An) decomposes into strongly indecomposable summands of the same form, whose endomorphism rings are principal ideal domains. As noted in the introduction, there is a Krull-Schmidt theorem for these groups in the quasi-homomorphism category, so that we need only classify the strongly indecomposable ones. This we do with two lemmas followed by the main theorem. For the converse, we show that if S is a subset of {ij | 1 < i / j < n}, then (EU€SGu)nGkl ¿ 0 implies ÇoeS X¡}) n Xkl ¿ 0. Without loss of generality we may assume that, given a double index kl, S is minimal with respect to (Cygjôy) n Gkl ¿ 0. In this case, either S = {kl}, or kl ¿ S and S U {kl} = c forms a circuit in the complete graph with vertices 1.« and edges ij connecting / and j [AV-2, Lemma 1.4]. In the first instance the desired conclusion is immediate. In the second, £yeJ G¡¡ = ©,7€5 G(y is a full subgroup of (has torsion index in) G The theorem will then follow by symmetry.
We will use induction on the set of possible indices ij which can appear in 5, beginning with the first nontrivial case, S -{12,23,31}.
Since gi2 + g23 + g31 = 0, by Lemma 5 there is a choice 0 jS <p(gy) = Xy e Xy for ij e {12,23,31} , such that x2i + x2i + x3x = 0. In this case the one nontrivial relationship between the gy 's is of the form a(gx2 + gj23 + gix) -0 fox a e Q . Suppose axx2 + bx23 + cxJX = 0 and assume, for example, a / b . Subtracting a(xX2 + x23 + xJX) = 0 yields (b -a)x23 + (c -a)x31 = 0, which contradicts Lemma 5. Thus, (7) is satisfied for the first step of the induction.
Assume <p has been defined on G for i,j < m(m > 4) so that (7) is satisfied. We will show how to define a> on G" = G",i < m. Since r mi im (Gim + Gm2) n G2\ ¿ 0, by Lemma 5 we can define 0 £ <p(gXm) = xlm and 0 î <P(gm2) = xm2 so that x\m + xm2 + x2x = 0. To show that (7) holds for the set of indices S = {/'/' \ i ,j < m or ij = lm or m2}, suppose 2^ij€saijxij = 0-Without loss of generality we may assume alm ^ 0.
Let x = ZuesdyXy -aXm(xXm + xm2 + x2x) = 0. Note that if aXm ± am2 the equation x = 0 implies (%2{Xy \ i ,j < m}) n Xm2 / 0, an impossibility by Lemma 5. Therefore, x = JZ, ,<m byX¡¡ = 0, for some choice of by, so that by induction, ¿y€$ aljg¡J -aXm(gXm + gm2 + gu) -E, ,J<m bugu = 0. It follows that J2ij€S ai¡g¡j = 0. A symmetric argument shows that ¡£i*es aij8¡j = ® implies Euesauxu = 0. Suppose <p has been defined on G( for i ,j < m and for i = m , 1 < j < k-1, where 3 < k < m . Since (G,k_l)m+Gmk)nGk,k_l. # 0, by Lemma 5 there exist 0 ¿ <p(gmk) = xmk e Xmk and a e Q such that y = xk{k_X) + ax(k_x)m + xmk = °-We first show a=l.
If not, v -(xk{k_X) +x(k_X]m +xmX +xxk) = 0 implies that X,k_x)mC\(Xmk + XmX +Xxk) ^ 0, which is impossible by Lemma 5.
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Therefore a = 1. To show (7) holds for the augmented set of indices including mk is a calculation similar to that performed in the previous paragraph. The proof is then complete.
To conclude, we return to the invariants of Baer, . Note that if G is completely decomposable, then the number of summands of type t is rank(G* 
